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Sheet music cover art is a seldom studied point of access for users in the modern library. 
While research is beginning to recognize that users desire greater discoverability via 
cover art, it is not known how this is being handled currently in music institutions’ 
collections. In this study three institution’s collections are studied to establish the 
community’s guidelines and practices for describing cover art. Through comparative case 
studies, the study found that the process and practice of description for cover art is a 
complex mixture of standards, research, and institutional limitations. This amalgam, 
while based in standards, was found to be overall ineffective in presenting cover art for 
users. Issues of definition, transparency, and aging were identified to compound this.  
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Introduction 
Cover art or iconography on sheet music is often overlooked as a resource for 
special collection patrons and these illustrations present a descriptive problem that is not 
currently being handled in a standardized way. While there are some archival institutions 
solely dedicated to acquiring these materials, most often these materials end up in 
unrelated organizations or special libraries that need direction in how to deal with sheet 
music that may include cover art. To understand what must be done to create standards 
for the community, we must first understand what is currently being done with standards, 
cataloging, and description in these institutions and what researchers are looking for. 
Creating these standards is important for two main reasons. Firstly, community standards 
promote interoperability between institutions. This means that records can be shared 
among different collections, saving catalogers’ time as they will not have to create a new 
record from scratch. Secondly, standardization benefits the user by increasing access to 
the materials by increasing discovery.  
It is often the case that institutions tailor accepted community standards to fit their 
mission, collection, and patrons. This is equally true for institutions that hold sheet music 
special collections. For the future development of access for these collections’ cover art, 
it is necessary to understand how these institutions are adjusting descriptive standards. 
This paper will first review the development of sheet music collections in archives and 
special libraries and challenges iconography currently creates within descriptive records
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 and catalogs, then study what institutions are currently making available in respect to 
their use of standards and online accessible collections.
 Ultimately the research questions that will be addressed in this paper are what 
standards of cataloging and metadata are being utilized by special collections to present 
sheet music collection iconography and how are these standards being represented online 
for users. 
     
Figure 1. We stand for peace           Figure 2. Wake up, America           Figure 3. After the war is over           
             while others war                    (Duke University, 1998)           will there be any “home sweet home”            
(Indiana Unversity Digital Library Program, 2009)                                      (Duke University, 1998) 
 
The types of researchers who are seeking these images and the information held 
within are not just music scholars or enthusiasts but multidisciplinary scholars in art, 
history, sociology and psychology. The value held within these covers tells so much 
about the country, culture and time period in which they were created. Like the varied 
researchers, varied institutions have come to have special collections that include popular 
sheet music. Whether this is part of an artist’s collection within an archive or a general 
sheet music collection in its own right, our knowledge as to how to handle these images 
may prove inefficient. Our current practices are designed to give the “best” description in 
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the quickest way; however, this does not always mean the most robust description and so 
may be a hindrance to access for patrons. 
The concept of sheet music iconography can be seen as a no man’s land. While 
standards for how to catalog sheet music have been addressed by the Bibliographic 
Control Committee within the Music Library Association (MLA), this does not 
necessarily meet the needs of archival institutions that have come to house these 
collections. Through the Society of American Archivists (SAA) and its international 
sister organizations, archival institutions have their own description standards, such as 
Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS). DACS would be applied across all 
the cultural objects that an institution might contain and allows for description at every 
level within a collection; however, with restraints on time and budget the item level 
description needed for sheet music cover art may not be attained. Even within the Music 
Library Association, latest best practices for illustrations are barely addressed and 
instead, a cataloger is redirected to the major library cataloging standard of the time 
(Bibliographic Control Committee, 2014).  
Furthermore, the number of standards and best practices that could potentially 
hold descriptive elements for illustrations are numerous. Just covering the basic 
American standards, one could use Anglo-American Cataloging Rules 2nd Revised 
Edition (AACR2R), Resource Description and Access (RDA), Cataloging Cultural 
Objects (CCO), or DACS. AACR2R and RDA are the go-to American library standards, 
DACS is the archival standard and CCO is the standard for visual resources.  
While RDA is the new standard for cataloging materials, the previous, and still 
dominant in some institutions, standard was AACR2R. However, these standards were 
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primarily meant for book materials, and standards to deal with other materials have had 
to be and are still being developed. This has led to different collection focuses with more 
detailed descriptive standards, like CCO or DACS. Nevertheless, no standard truly 
handles illustrative attributes in a way that is more developed than depending on the 
cataloger or archivist’s discretion in elaborating through additional note fields. With 
RDA and AACR2R, illustrations are handled as a part of the items content first, within 
the physical description field, and then later with greater description in a content note but 
only if considered important to identification of the object. Identification of a score by 
illustration could be considered unimportant beyond the most basic description, yet this 
ignores some researchers’ needs. For example, users who will be creating an exhibition 
based around music of a certain period or subject would want provocative images to 
display and do desire better description of cover art to help guide their retrieval (Riley & 
Dalmau, 2007). 
For American archives, DACS is the content standard that one would generally 
look to for description. However, with DACS there is no differentiation between content 
and scope. It is up to the archivist to determine what the intellectual quality, time period 
and geographic area is for the item. Beyond that the archive would have to choose at 
what level to describe the item. The current climate of the archival community does not 
lend itself to item level description, which may be necessary to describe sheet music 
iconography effectively. Within the archival community there is debate about the level of 
processing and description necessary to make a collection available to the public with 
some camps claiming that top-level collection description is all that is necessary. At 
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collection or even series level, the individuality of the cover art for the score is lost in a 
general description that a researcher may not see past.  
On the other hand, CCO by the Visual Resources Association (VRA) is meant to 
handle iconography. However, CCO’s use for sheet music cataloging is not normally 
considered because CCO is meant to handle art, architecture, cultural artifacts, and 
images incorporated into items as part of the cultural heritage, but musical works are not 
considered a part of this (Baca, Harpring, Lanzi, McRae, & Whiteside, 2006). This leaves 
an opportunity unexplored as cover art could be as interesting and intricate as individual 
works depicting our cultural heritage. Yet, applying CCO to just the illustration on a 
piece of sheet music would be a clunky solution, as much of the required information in 
CCO is unavailable in the typical piece, thus limiting its cataloger. Nevertheless, lessons 
could be learned from CCO that could be used to improve the current stance on 
illustration description within every standard.  
While some research has been done into how researchers are able to access sheet 
music illustrations, including that conducted by Dougan (2006, 2012) and Wheeler and 
Ventis (2005), the research has been aimed at the use of technology, search engines and 
metadata schema, and not at the minimal required description provided. While this 
research tells us about search strategies and Music Information Retrieval (MIR), more 
attention should be paid to how individual institutions are basing their descriptions in 
standards, or not, and how they present this information to users (Wheeler & Venetis, 
2005). On the other hand, research into what researchers want when it comes to metadata 
and description for sheet music leaves the gap of how to handle iconography by 
acknowledging a need for researchers but not necessarily following through with a 
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solution. This can be seen in research done at Indiana University. Researchers underwent 
an extensive set of studies to best determine metadata elements that would increase user 
access for their online sheet music collection and during their card sort and task scenario 
they found their users wanted greater description of sheet music iconography as an access 
point (Riley & Dalmau, 2007). However, the researchers did not expand the project to 
reflect this, instead leaving a gap in their patrons’ knowledge that may or may not be 
filled by other metadata provided. This is why it is important to establish a standard way 
to view and describe sheet music iconography attributes. Within our profession we try to 
make information, no matter its form, available to our patrons, and leaving a gap of 
knowledge just because it is considered “interpretive cataloging” does our patrons a 
disservice (Riley & Dalmau, 2007).  
The issue of access to our collections for patrons is one that must be reevaluated 
over time to ensure that our institutions are keeping up with their needs. Seeing that there 
seems to be a schism between how we are describing and how we are making available 
our sheet music collections, it is important that we discover what it is that special 
collections are actively doing to handle cover art description so that we can develop 
better standards for the future.  
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Literature Review 
 This section will discuss the currently available literature on a number of 
standards of description, description of sheet music and its illustrations in particular, and 
research that concerns sheet music cover art. An understanding of the standards that can 
be currently applied to an institution’s materials is key to understanding how sheet music 
is currently cataloged and how that could be improved for the future.  
Description of Materials  
There are many different standards for describing library and archival materials. 
These standards came about as a way to make materials held within our collections more 
accessible to patrons. By breaking down the descriptive information into specific 
elements, these records can be used among institutions. Standardization means less work 
for the librarian and also gives patrons the chance to learn what to expect of not only their 
home institution’s catalog, but of any institution’s catalog that follows that standard.  
Cataloging standards have evolved over the years, and today exist in several 
different established forms (Joachim, 2003). The most recognized standard in American 
cataloging is the Anglo American Cataloging Rules, 2nd Revised edition (AACR2R). This 
evolved from its original form in 1967 and was the prominent guideline set until the 
development of Resource Description and Access (RDA) in 2011. Corresponding 
guidelines, like Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS) and Cataloging 
Cultural Objects: A Guide to Describing Cultural Works and their Images (CCO), were 
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developed to fill in the gaps of coverage in AACR2R for institutions beyond traditional 
libraries’ description needs.  
As AACR2R evolved in recent years, so have these other guidelines, and they are 
now evolving for AACR2R’s replacement RDA. While standards like DACS and CCO 
were developed to fill in gaps that the main standard did not cover, these standards can be 
considered interoperable and reference each other in practice. For example, DACS builds 
heavily on RDA, referencing specific sections that are to be followed directly from 
RDA’s guidelines. This allows for guidelines that were not meant to be interoperable to 
be combined for the best possible description, as suggested with CCO and DACS by 
Landis (2007). Landis suggests that the different levels of description prescribed in 
DACS would lend themeselves nicely to higher level description of collections for visual 
resource collections using CCO.  
With the implementation of RDA, the future of cataloging standards seems to 
reside in the semantic web and linked data. The semantic web is a product of the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C), and its intent is to create a web of data online. With this, 
linked data is the basis of the semantic web, connecting together data through dates, 
places, title and many other kinds of metadata. RDA has been designed so that it can take 
advantage of the development of linked data so that records might be more robust for our 
users by connecting information we include in our descriptive elements to networks of 
information about the subject.  
Likewise, BIBFRAME is being developed by the Library of Congress for similar 
aims. This framework is being designed to move description from the MARC 21 format 
to a format that incorporates online networks within a collection (BIBFRAME 
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Framework Initiative, 2014). Intended to be focused on the relationships between records 
versus independent records, BIBFRAME’s use of controlled identifiers will allow 
catalogers the ability to connect the subject information from anywhere through the use 
of linked data. 
There are also many metadata schemas, mostly framed within the use of 
Extensible Markup Language (XML), that can be used with or in place of cataloging 
standards. These include but are not limited to Dublin Core, MODS, METS, VRA Core, 
and EAD. These schemas allow institutions the ability to place their collections online in 
a way that corresponds to their cataloging standards and display these collections in a 
patron and computer friendly way. Many of the schemas are considered specific to a class 
of information; nevertheless, these schemas can be mixed or translated into other 
schemas for increased interoperability.  
Dublin Core originated as the most generic metadata schema as its creators 
wanted something simple that could be considered core metadata (DCMI, 2015). 
Originally having fifteen elements, this schema has exploded into both a simple and 
qualified set of semantic definitions but is still considered an easy and generic schema for 
beginners. MODS and METS are schemas maintained through the Library of Congress. 
MODS is a schema for a bibliographic element set which can be used for a variety of 
purposes, while METS is a schema for objects in a digital library (Library of Congress, 
2014; 2015). VRA Core and EAD correspond highly to CCO and DACS as the visual 
culture resource and archival system XML based schemas (Library of Congress, 2014; 
2012).  
An issue with these standards, especially in special collections institutions, is that 
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there is an inherent trust that the cataloger or archivist will be able to identify the 
important information from the item and then relate it correctly to users. Yet, without 
training in the analysis of art and cultural works, these catalogers must depend on the 
guidelines to interpret what is important content for these items. Therefore cultivating a 
more robust set of guidelines may be necessary for cover art description. Also, since 
RDA is just beginning to be implemented, there are gaps in its coverage for which it took 
AACR2R many years to develop answers and which will need to be addressed. This 
means that catalogers are currently working in the hopes that standards will catch up with 
their needs (Lipcan, 2012). Thus, there are groups working to revise RDA to so that it 
might be better for their description needs like the JSC Music Working Group.  
Music Illustration and its Description  
Sheet music description has been addressed in the past by the Working Group on 
Sheet Music Cataloging Guidelines and is now being addressed by the JSC Music 
Working Group. With the previous cataloging standard AACR2R, Cataloging sheet 
music guidelines for use with AACR2 and the MARC format was released to give 
direction for this genre (Schultz & Shaw, 2003). A compiled set of guidelines published 
by Scarecrow Press and the Music Library Association (MLA), Cataloging Sheet Music 
outlines how to describe sheet music with the AACR2R standard as part of MLA’s 
Technical Report Series. Referring back to the elements set out by AACR2R, these 
standards encompassed the majority of the issues that a cataloger would encounter when 
describing a piece of sheet music. For cover art, this standard placed the illustrative 
element within a 500 MARC 211 record field and optionally 600 and 650 fields (Schultz 
& Shaw, 2003). This includes a description of the artwork and subject headings 
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connected with the artist’s subject matter. It is also optional to describe the work’s form, 
whether portrait, lithograph, or some other form.  
RDA currently has illustrative content as first a subfield of physical description, 
in MARC the 300 field. Otherwise illustrative content is an optional field and in the 
Library of Congress Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC) guidelines, illustrative 
content is only required for resources intended for children. Under PCC, when illustrative 
content is present it should be recorded as simply “illustration” or “illustrations” in a 500 
field. If the cataloger deems it important to the work, additional information can be added 
to this, for example “computer drawings” (Schultz & Shaw, 2003). However, this level of 
description does not provide enough information for a high level researcher who may be 
looking for a particular artist, style, or genre.  
The JSC Music Working Group is submitting revisions to RDA to cover the 
particular issues that come with cataloging music content. The current best practices 
recommend following the Library of Congress’ core or required elements. This means 
that illustrative content only needs to be recorded if it is a resource for children. 
However, the option to include it if deemed important to the piece is still available to the 
cataloger. Therefore, like with AACR2R, cataloger discretion determines the level of 
description given to sheet music’s cover art. If strictly following the standards, the 
cataloger is able to create a robust record for a score; however, in the interest of time, 
catalogers may do the minimum to make a record usable by most patrons, leaving a gap 
for those interested in a material’s content beyond those aspects considered core.  
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Online Access 
To combat these issues a motivated and time-rich cataloger is needed, one who is 
able and willing to analyze the iconography of the artwork. Properly describing artwork 
is often relegated to the realm of art historians, and most music catalogers will not have 
the training to handle a full analysis of a piece’s cover art, despite having a willingness. 
Research has not focused on the information behaviors of sheet music users leading to a 
gap in knowledge about what they need. This leads many descriptions of cover art to fall 
short of what researchers need in order to accurately retrieve a piece for their own 
iconological research, diminishing a researcher's ability to access this material (Ohlgren, 
1980). This is especially true when one considers that users do not come from just one 
discipline as Wheeler and Venetis (2005) point out, and can be seen in the wide range of 
research that has been published using sheet music as a basis. 
For the institutions that can dedicate the resources to it, placing the collection 
online is at least a partial answer to this issue. Through an online database, users often 
can search for a title and the retrieved results will include a thumbnail of the digitized 
piece. Nevertheless, this is resource heavy, not often implemented, and when 
implemented is usually for a special collection project rather than the entire collection. 
Also, most online databases do not have a way to search solely by illustration, instead 
defaulting to the standard search fields of author, title, and the like. There are some 
private collections that have organized their items in a way that allows the user to search 
by illustrator or iconographic topic, or to browse through the cover art itself 
(ImagesMusicales, n.d.; Bodleian, n.d.). However, this level of online access to dedicated 
collections is rare, and most often these collections do not employ cataloging standards 
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that most library patrons would expect to govern their search, as with ImagesMusicales 
(ImagesMusicales, n.d.).  
This lack of coverage by libraries is best seen in the IN Harmony project at 
Indiana University. Here researchers were attempting to develop a flexible metadata 
model for their sheet music collection. Within their research they encountered 
participants who were interested in cover art as an access point; a fact that surprised 
them. Users were interested in using the cover art for various reasons such as personal 
and academic research and exhibition purposes. Couple this with their evaluation of 
users’ search strategies, which revealed that a majority of sheet music users search by 
known item versus unknown item strategies. The researchers realized that they needed to 
address the users’ need for cover art description, and the scope of the project allowed for 
the inclusion of the elements of subject and statements of responsibility for the art. 
Nevertheless, they did not make it a requirement of their metadata, and the final product 
does not take advantage of this flexibility (Riley & Dalmau, pg 143, 2007).  
In the IN Harmony web app, a user can limit to images only, which is a step in the 
right direction for better access for researchers; however, the user cannot search by 
specific technique or artist, despite the fact that there is metadata present to support such 
functionality (Indiana University, n.d.). By not adjusting their metadata model to make 
this more of an access point, the knowledge they stood to gain about researchers’ needs 
was ultimately overlooked, and those needs still are not being addressed. Similarly, 
review literature of different online sites highlights the issues researchers have with 
searching for illustrative content. In a review of Ebrary Online Sheet Music, the authors 
discuss the layers that users have to navigate to see the provided thumbnails for the items 
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and how the system gets bulkier trying to handle the image data (Harrell, 2007). The 
creators of the Ebrary realized there was an information need not being met with cover 
art users but did not implement functions in their system to grant greater ease of access. It 
seems that researchers have to resort to simply searching collections in person in the 
hopes of finding content that works, negating the whole purpose of item description.  
While Schultz & Shaw put out guidelines for cataloging sheet music with 
AACRR2 that seem quite encompassing, it is clear that researchers’ needs are not being 
completely met by this (2003). Are the standards currently directing cover art description 
not meeting the needs of researchers, are institutions not utilizing these standards fully, or 
is it some combination of both? The questions that need to be addressed are: What are the 
standards currently being employed by our institutions? What reasoning can be gleaned 
out of their stated use or non-use? 
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Methods 
In this study multiple case studies are employed to investigate the handling of 
sheet music iconography for patron accessibility through cataloging policies, practices, 
and online presence. Three case studies are conducted at music libraries at various 
academic institutions and data is collected to compare the descriptive practices being 
utilized. Case study is a rich research method for many reasons, such as the ability to 
combine many methods to gather data, to investigate a phenomenon in its real life 
context, and to represent an idea to someone outside of the context. For this study case 
study method is ideal because the aim is to understand the phenomena affecting cover art 
within institutions. 
Sampling 
 Non-probability purposive sampling is utilized to select cases from academic 
institutions that are comparable in mission but with enough diversity in the context of 
their collections to facilitate contrasts in practice. With many case studies, the sample for 
the study is chosen purposefully to either test a theory or because in-depth understanding 
of the phenomenon with specific people or locations is desired. That is why for this 
study, non-probability purposive sampling is employed so that the cases that will provide 
the most data will be studied. Yin (2003) describes five different reasons for choosing a 
case to study: representativeness, uniqueness, a case that is critical to the theory, a case 
that may be illuminative to the theory, and a case that could be conducted longitudinally. 
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The targeted cases are three music libraries at academic institutions and these three cases 
are chosen for similarities in having a popular sheet music collection available through 
their institution’s online public access catalog and thus representativeness in the cases. 
This is so that any similarities in descriptive style can be found in either policy or actual 
practice.  
 Within each case systematic sampling is applied to individually cataloged items 
within the three institutional online collections to compare the descriptive elements being 
represented. Every fifth item was chosen until six representative items from each 
collection were available for data collection. Before this the topics of the collections were 
established and divided into clusters. A single cluster topic was chosen for this study, 
war, to narrow down the sample size. These methods were utilized so that the varied sizes 
of the collections would not affect the comparative value of the study.  
Data Collection and Analysis 
 A qualitative multi-method approach of content analysis and task analyses are 
employed for these case studies. The descriptive and task analyses concerned itself with 
the formal policy documents and the library products, e.g. the catalog/OPAC. Library 
products include items like the libraries’ project missions and definitions, journal articles, 
and cataloged items and is seeking to evaluate the environment created for sheet music 
iconography and how users could access it.  
 The unit of analysis is themes that will be coded from the descriptive content 
analysis and current descriptive standards in a direct approach (Hsieh, 2005). 
Additionally, coding will be applied and updated based on the institutional guidelines in a 
conventional content approach.  
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Limitations 
The largest limitation of this study is its lack of generalizability. This is the most 
common weakness cited about case studies; however, since this study is meant to be 
exploratory and foundational for further research into description of sheet music 
iconography, it is not a major limiting factor for results. Another limitation to this study 
is the availability of institutional guidelines to the public. Each institution has different 
levels of openness about their guidelines and policies, and this affects the researcher’s 
ability to analyze what standards are being used and leaves an air of uncertainty about the 
motivation behind the use of some elements versus the use of others. While this can limit 
the amounts of data collected, this paucity of information itself can speak to aspects of 
cover art’s discoverability and will be analyzed in this study.  
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Results and Analysis 
The three cases look at the collections at Indiana University, Duke University, and 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-Chapel Hill). The Duke Historic 
American Sheet Music collection was a project from 1996 funded by the Library of 
Congress/Ameritech Digital Library Competition so to make primary research resources 
available online (Duke University, 1998). This project lasted through 1998 as the items 
were digitized, cataloged, and made available online. Indiana University’s IN Harmony 
project was an Institute of Museum and Library Services grant-funded project whose 
purpose was twofold: to demonstrate that over 10,000 pieces could be presented on a 
single website, and to show how collaborative development can better provide access to 
regional collections at multiple institutions than individual institutions (Brancolini, 
Kowalcyzk, & Riley, 2006). This program began in 2004 and continued through 2006. 
The 19th-Century Sheet Music Collection at UNC-Chapel Hill has been available since 
2009 and was implemented as part of a goal to digitize rapidly deteriorating primary 
sources in the music library.  
Guidelines 
 Although the projects took place over different periods of time, their stated 
standards could be compared based on the presence of a creator element and an 
illustration descriptive element.
 The IN Harmony project at Indiana was found to generally adhere to AACR2 for 
illustrative content in their publicly available cataloging guidelines, with modification in 
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certain areas from their published research. Three optional relator terms were identified 
for the creator of cover art: engraver, lithographer, and artist. For description of the cover 
art, the optional element cover subject was assigned and all elements are repeatable for 
thoroughness. Duke does not have official cataloging guidelines for this project that are 
available to the public; however, it was indicated that its schema was transformed to 
EAD for online presentation. 
With the UNC-Chapel Hill data dictionary, which was available to this researcher 
due to employment within the UNC library system, three potential creator relator terms 
were identified, like that of Indiana: engraver, lithographer, and artist. For description of 
the illustrative content only scenes, portraits, and photographs can be described while, 
catalogers were instructed to not include calligraphic swashes and decorative, geometric 
and abstract designs. As can be seen through Table 1, a comparative guide to the 
standards employed by each institution, AACR2 or AACR2R is the standard that is the 
basis of Indiana and UNC-Chapel Hill’s guidelines. While it was not clear through any 
available guidelines that AACR2 was the basis of Duke’s collection, it could be inferred 
that it may have been through general Duke library documents (Duke University, 2013). 
 
Institution Descriptive 
Standard 
Metadata  
Standard 
Creator 
Element 
Content 
Descriptors 
Indiana AACR2 MODS and Research 
developed.  
3 6 
Duke N/A EAD N/A N/A 
UNC-CH AACR2R Dublin Core 3 3 
Table 1. A comparative guide to the standards employed by each institution. 
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Online  
As with the cataloging guidelines, standards could be applied to the online 
presentation of sheet music at each institution. Each institution handled displaying their 
collections differently utilizing different metadata schemas, whether standardized or 
homebrewed. While no one piece was available in all three collections, two different 
pieces were found to coincide in two collections separately and so can be compared.  
Below are screenshots that show the difference between the displays for each collection 
with a focus on the placement and style of cover art description. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the description of “Harrison’s grand victory march” from 
both the IN Harmony collection and the Duke collection. Here one can see the obvious 
differences and similarities between the collection descriptions on the institutional sites 
between institutions and stated guidelines. Figures 6 and 7 show the description for “God 
save the South!” at both UNC and at Duke.  Like with the comparison for IN Harmony 
and Duke, the user can see the visual differences and similarities between the pieces and 
the metadata elements used. While all three institutions provide very similar data on the 
cover art, they clearly go about it in differing ways. All three collections also provided 
digitized images of the materials for the user that could be expanded and downloaded. 
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Figure 4. Screen shot of the IN Harmony website showing the description of  “Harrison’s grand victory 
march” (The Trustees of Indiana University, 2015). 
 
 
Figure 5. Screen shot of the Duke website showing the description of “Harrison’s victory march” (Duke 
University, 1998). 
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Figure 6. Screen shot of the UNC website showing the description for “God save the South” (UNC 
University Libraries, 2009). 
 
 
Figure 7. Screen shot of the Duke website showing the description for “God save the South!” (Duke 
University, 1998). 
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Indiana 
 
 For Indiana, the online metadata was not based on an existing schema but 
developed from research they conducted as part of the project; however, MODS metadata 
can be exported through their cataloging program. Their outlined metadata elements 
correspond to the cataloging guidelines’ established elements. Of the three given creator 
relator elements, the only one used within the sample was artist and that appeared only 
once. While cover subject is available in both the cataloging and metadata guidelines, 
within the study it was not used once among the sample. Instead, the closest description 
of the cover art comes with the use of local subject, which was meant to describe the 
subject of the piece according to the guidelines. Each item within the sample was found 
to have only one subject associated with it, a variation on the subject search term “war.” 
This can also be seen in Table 2. 
 
Institution: Indiana Creator 
Element 
 
Descriptive 
Element 
Image 
We stand for peace while 
others war 
 
Artist Local subject:  
World War I 
Yes 
Follow the flag! N/A Local subject: World 
War I 
Yes 
General Pershing's grand 
march  
N/A Local subject: World 
War I 
Yes 
Victorious America! 
 
N/A Local subject: World 
War I 
Yes 
After the war is over where 
will the Kaiser go? 
 
N/A Local subject: World 
War I 
Yes 
When it's night time down 
in Burgundy 
N/A Local subject: World 
War I 
Yes 
Table 2. Sample of items from the IN Harmony Collection. 
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Duke 
 
While Duke does not publicly outline specific guidelines for the cataloging of 
their sheet music, they do identify their elements as mapping to EAD standards for their 
online presentation. For this collection, Duke has defined cover art as illustration type 
under the subject element. Search discoverability is then based off the use of these 
subjects. Within this subject element, Duke provided 93 subjects that could encompass 
the illustrations contained in the collection. The use of a creator element could not be 
identified from any project materials available; however, within the item sample a creator 
element—illustrator— occurred once. Each item within the sample was found to have 
more than one subject listed to describe the subject of the cover art; however, this also 
overlapped with general subject relating to the content of the sheet music itself. Table 3 
shows the use of the subject elements and examples for a sample of pieces.  
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Institution: Duke Creator 
Element 
 
Illustrative Element Image 
The Battle of Roanoke 
Island  
N/A Subject: 10 subjects 
Ex: ships, landscapes, war and 
military 
Yes 
Blaze away march and 
two step 
N/A Subject: 13 subjects 
Ex: animals, cavalry, military 
uniforms 
Yes 
Wake up America Illustrator Subject: 15 subjects 
Ex: transportation, 
landscapes, warships 
Yes 
We conquer or die  N/A Subject: 5 subjects 
Ex: companies,  
Confederate States of America-- 
Songs and music 
Yes 
When I gets out in no 
man's land; I can't be 
bother'd with no mule  
N/A Subject: 17 subjects 
Ex: mules, singers, African Americans 
Yes 
He dies on the fighting 
line; Just a message 
from the camp-fire 
N/A Subject: 7 subjects 
Ex: war, wars, war and military 
Yes 
Table 3. Sample of items from the Duke Historic American Sheet Music Collection. 
 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
 
For UNC-Chapel Hill, the data dictionary defined not only the cataloging of the 
materials but also the presentation online. This is grounded through the Dublin Core 
metadata schema and its semantic elements. For its online mapping CONTENTdm digital 
collection management software is utilized. Within the sample there was no instance of 
the creator element used; however, unlike the other projects, each piece contained a 
description of the illustration that went beyond subject terms and instead incorporated the 
cataloger’s interpretation of the image.  This can be seen in Table 4. 
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Institution:  
UNC-CH 
Creator 
Element 
 
Illustrative Element Image 
L'écho menteur: 
chansonette,  
N/A Illustration: Wearing Revolutionary War era 
clothing, a man leans against a large log of 
timber and attempts to lure the young lady next 
to him. She seems to ignore his advance. 
 
Yes 
The bonnie blue 
flag: a Southern 
patriotic song 
N/A Illustration: Two flags are shown on crossed 
pennants: to the left is the flag of the title 
(single white star on blue field), to the right a 
later Confederate flag (eleven white stars in 
inverted pentagon on blue field, one white 
stripe between two red ones.) 
 
Yes 
Follette N/A Illustration: A man and woman in 
Revolutionary War period attire walk along a 
path in the trees. He walks behind her as if in 
pursuit and she seems to give him a cold 
shoulder. 
 
Yes 
Dedicated to the 
Grand Army and 
Loyal Legion. Army 
and Navy Grand 
March. 
N/A Illustration: Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument, 
Boston Common, 'Martin Milmore, Sculptor.' 
Designed by Martin Milmore as a Civil War 
memorial, the monument was begun in 1871 
and finished in 1877. 
 
Yes 
God save the south! N/A Illustration: A 14-star version of the "Star and 
Bars" first national flag of the Confederacy, 
waves in the breeze. In the upper left corner 
there two crossed swords behind a red shield 
with 7 white stars in the form of a cross at the 
top, and a white saltire across the middle 
covered with 7 blue stars. A motto below the 
shield reads "Pro aris et focis" which translates 
roughly from the Latin to "For God and 
country" 
 
Yes 
On to the charge! N/A Illustration: Depiction of The Battle of Palo 
Alto. In the foreground, an eagle spreads its 
wings over a new grave next to a shovel, a 
cannon, an American flag, and a cross 
decorated with a wreath of flowers. Smoke 
rises in the background as soldiers fight with 
bayonets and on horses. An officer on 
horseback brandishes a sword and shouts 
orders to the soldiers. 
 
Yes 
Table 4. Sample of items from the UNC-Chapel Hill 19th Century American Sheet Music Collection. 
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Discussion 
While a small sample, the three chosen cases are representative of the evolution of 
digitization programs for sheet music over a decade, and this shows that the current state 
of cover art description in our institutions is superficial at best. At worst these institutions 
are depending on the provided digital images of these items to direct their patron’s 
search. 
What are our guidelines saying? 
While each project built its guidelines and metadata elements to fit its institution, 
it can be said that standards were the backbone of each collection. The influence of 
AACR2 in all the projects was not a coincidence, as at the time of each project this was 
the predominant American standard for cataloging. Referring back to Table 1, we notice 
a diverse selection of metadata schema versus the use of homogeneous standards. 
Whether it was MODS or EAD or their own amalgam of elements, these standards 
guided the building of their online collection. The use of standards as building blocks for 
these projects is not surprising as the field came together to develop these standards for a 
reason and their use has become an expectation in any serious institution.  
An interesting note is that all three institutions belong to the Sheet Music 
Consortium of the University of California at Los Angeles, which has its own metadata 
guidelines (UCLA Digital Library Program, 2011). These guidelines are for the 
participating institutions so that their collections can be displayed online through the 
Consortium. Within these guidelines, the elements to be used are artist, lithographer, 
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engraver, and cover subject. This could be because the elements are grounded in AACR2 
as with the case studies, or because the elements were chosen because they coincided 
with the majority of the metadata for existing collections. Since the development of the 
Consortium was after the commencement of the case studies, the inclusion of AACR2 in 
the building blocks of the consortium’s metadata guidelines shows that the standard had 
achieved one of the goals of standardization, interoperability among institutions.  
What are our practices saying? 
 While the cataloging guidelines showed a strong foundation in the standards, the 
actual product that was presented to the public did not. How cataloged records are 
presented to the public is not standardized across the library sciences discipline and this 
can be seen in the final products. Part of the issue is that so many adequate metadata 
schema exist and are usually implemented throughout an institution and not by an 
overarching genre of content. Another issue is that while interoperability between 
institutions is encouraged, each institution wants to stand out from the crowd and be 
memorable. This can lead to poor design and metadata choices and collections that feel 
like they are in disarray.  
When looking at website design, it is important to remember that good design is 
just as important as the information being provided, because without good design the user 
will not find the information in the first place. Duke’s collection website is the only 
website that groups illustrators so that they can be easily browsed by users. Also, each 
subject is a hotlink that takes the user to any other item that shares the same subject 
heading. For the illustrative material this is good design because it allows users to better 
search the elements that concern cover art. On the other hand, the Duke site is designed in 
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such a way that for each item the descriptive information moves around. This means that 
when a user is looking for illustrator on the page, there is no uniform area for the user to 
look. This is a prime example of how good design decisions were implemented that make 
some aspects of cover art more accessible for patrons, while other design decisions make 
it much harder.  
In the case of Indiana, their website does not allow for linking subjects or 
browsing by illustrator but provides their own design features that deliver a better 
experience for the user looking to obtain sheet music cover art. When starting a 
search, the user can choose to limit their search to image only, increasing their 
chance at retrieving cover art that is relevant to their needs. Also, users can browse 
by subject. While this is an imprecise method, since the descriptive element for 
cover art in IN Harmony falls under subject, it does increase the discoverability of 
the desired cover art. On the other hand, the UNC-Chapel Hill site is designed much 
like a simple OPAC, and this could be comforting for the user and have a more 
positive effect on the discoverability than special features. Yet, the lack of a directed 
way to search cover art hinders users with specific research needs. In the future it 
would be very interesting to compare a traditional design versus these specialized 
features to see how they affect sheet music cover art discoverability. 
What does this mean for cover art description? 
What is cover art? 
 
It can be said that art is in the eye of the beholder, and a complication of using 
descriptive standards for cover art is that defining cover art can often be as difficult as 
interpreting art. Each case in this study had different working definitions of what cover 
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art is, and this clearly affected their descriptive decisions. UNC clearly stated in their data 
dictionary not to describe, “designs such as calligraphic swashes, geometric or abstract 
designs, decorative designs,” which goes against the AACR2 standard (UNC University 
Libraries, 2009). Indiana and Duke did not define what cover art was so much as state 
that it is something that should be recorded. This led to some of the items chosen in the 
sample not fitting into the definition of cover art for each institution. Would a user 
consider both these covers to be art? 
     
Figure 8. “On to the Charge”                              Figure 9. “After the war is over where will     
       (UNC University Libraries, 2009).                     the Kaiser go?” (Indiana University Digital Library  
                  Program, 2009).  
  
 Yet, this begs the question: Should catalogers look to standards for a definition to 
work by? In Cataloging Sheet Music: Guidelines for Use with AACR2 and the MARC 
Format an illustrated title page is defined as: 
Generally the first page of an item. It bears the title proper and frequently includes 
both the statement of responsibility and publication information. Additionally, 
this page will carry some type of illustration; including calligraphic swashes, 
cartouches, engraved or lithographed scenes or portraits, photographs, geometric 
or abstract designs, etc (Schultz and Shaw, 2003).  
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In RDA, an illustration is defined as “an illustrative content containing a still image” 
(American Library Association [ALA], Canadian Library Association [CLA] & 
Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals [CILIP], 2010). Thus, in 
transitioning from AACR2 to RDA the definition went from inclusive but succinct to 
very broad. Broadness can be good so that all forms and styles can be included; however, 
this broadness does not help to clarify what should be considered cover art. Should cover 
art be something we define within the community or something that we should ask users 
to define? Users seek sheet music cover art for varied reasons and future research should 
seek to define the different uses and what users consider to be illustrative content.  
Transparency 
 
Viewing the formal guidelines for the three cases was limited due to the public 
availability provided by the institutions. With the case of Indiana, the guidelines used for 
both cataloging and their online metadata was available as part of the project publication. 
Duke had the least information available online about formal guidelines and Duke was 
unable to provide additional information on the guidelines and practices to the researcher 
in the time frame of the research. However, this could also be attributed mostly to their 
use of a homebrew cataloging/metadata system more than traditional standards. UNC-
Chapel Hill technically had an explanation of metadata elements available online, but at 
the researcher’s request provided their data dictionary.  
This difference in transparency when it comes to guidelines and policies 
highlights an issue with using standards. Standards are developed and improved upon 
each year so that within the community we can have greater interoperability between our 
institutions, to promote ease of access for our patrons, and to increase efficiency in our 
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workflows. Yet, here are three projects that took place within a decade of each other and 
are barely comparable. These projects cherry-picked what worked best for them out of 
the existing standards and developed the rest of their guidelines and practices based on 
their needs. These needs could be stakeholders, budget restrictions, grant requirements, or 
many other valid limitations. Likewise, these needs could influence the level of 
transparency each institution has. While this was adequate for each project, this means 
that a patron, who will most likely have no idea of these limitations, looking for an item 
in each project will not be able to predict the kind of information that is going to be 
provided or have a general understanding of how to search within each project, which are 
inherent goals of standardization in the first place. In the future it would be good to see 
why there is a lack of transparency among institutions and see if this study could be done 
with more assistance from the institutions to understand their policy and practices.   
Aging 
 
Aging is often overlooked issue when implementing projects of this type, while 
sustainability is something that must be considered when planning for a project, that 
sustainability rarely looks at updating a whole project to reflect the new standards in the 
field. Each of these projects is aging with Duke’s collection last being updated in1998, 
Indiana in 2006, and UNC-Chapel Hill in 2009. This aging affects the way we view the 
usefulness of the work being done. Under AACR2 these projects were insufficient in 
presenting the cover art descriptively, and this will continue to be true as they continue to 
age. In the IN Harmony project they found that users wanted more elements dedicated to 
cover art but did not fully address this in their project design leaving this need as 
something that will have to be built upon with future research. Eventually, theory and 
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standards will hopefully catch up to this need and provide catalogers a way to handle 
cover art better, but when that happens will these projects hold up? In the future it would 
be good to study the change in descriptive standards and see if usage of these collections 
could change with better cover art description and discovery.
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Conclusion 
 Sheet music cover art may never be a large area of study when it comes to 
description and the standards we use to define those descriptions, but like any other 
element of sheet music, it is a piece of the puzzle that draws users to our collections. 
Understanding what our institutions are doing to handle this puzzle piece is the first step 
in being able to provide adequate description so that our users are receiving the maximum 
experience. In this study, three cases of institutions dealing with sheet music collections 
were examined for their stated guidelines, practices, and presentation of their product.  
 Prior to this study there was no research into how institutions were handling sheet 
music cover art in particular. This study found that while institutions were using 
standards as a building block for their cover art description, in practice they veered away 
from those standards or mixed them heavily with other schemas and research to create 
their own stand out products. Issues of cover art definition, transparency, and aging also 
need to be taken into account for how the cover art is being presented to the user. 
In addition to bringing an understanding of the state of cover art to our 
institutions, this study has brought forward opportunities for continued research into this 
subject. Studies incorporating more institutional transparency, user preferences and 
definitions, and studies into the effects of aging on these projects can all build upon the 
findings of this study.
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